
Me and My Clothes 
 Homework:  Done? 

Simon Says...! �☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 
Everybody knows how to play this game! Try to use all the 
body parts (see 2) in your game! 

  

The Human Body☺�� 

� Worksheet Read about Stephan. Draw his clothes. 
Then label the parts of the body. 

Finish labelling. 

Learn the words! 

 

 Due:  

"Guess the person" card game. � ☺☺☺☺  
Put all the cards upright on the table. One person picks 
out three cards that describe someone in the room or one 
of the teachers. The others must guess who it is. 

Make a list of 

words to 

describe people.  

 

 Due:  

The Wilson Gang ☺��  
� Work card Match the faces with the descriptions. 

  

The Jox and the Grizz ☺☺�� 
Listen to the cassette. Draw the space creatures. Draw 
your own space creature and describe it to your friend. 

EXT. A2 Write about your space creatures. 

  

Words to describe things 

� Work card Write sentences and draw pictures in your 
exercise book. Don't forget to make a list of opposites! 

Finish and learn 

your list of 

opposites. 

 

 Due:  

Practice test: Describing people and parts of the 

body.  

Learn the 

vocabulary! 

 

Test date: Due:  

Talking about clothes ☺☺ �� 

� Vocabulary sheet. Use a dictionary to check up the 
names of the clothes. Be careful with spelling! 

Learn the 

vocabulary! 

 

Descriptions quiz� 

� Work card Match up the pictures with the correct 
descriptions and write the answers in your exercise book. 

  

Clothes crossword / Groups of clothes� 

� Worksheet Fill it in! 

� Work card Write the lists in the back of your 
exercise book (with names for the groups). 

Finish and learn 

the lists! 

 

 Due:  

Game: Make your own person. ☺☺☺☺�� 

� Game card, game board, colour die 
Follow the instructions carefully! 

  

Test on clothes and describing people Learn all the 

vocabulary! 

 

Test date:   

 
 


